COMPLETE IGNITION SOLUTIONS

PISTON ENGINES | TURBINE ENGINES

The World Leader in Aerospace Ignition Systems
ChampionAerospace.com
Get The Red Out
With Weldon’s Single & Two-Speed 18000 Series
Dukes Replacement Pumps

➔ Two-Speed Pumps Designed for Improved Efficiency & Performance
➔ Original OEM Pumps Available as New or Factory Overhaul
➔ Drop-In Replacements for Dukes
➔ New & Factory Overhauls

640 Golden Oak Parkway / Oakwood Village, Ohio 44146, U.S.A. / Ph: 440.232.3282 / WeldonPumps.com
FAA Repair Station No.: 2WPR261B - EASA.145.6706

CMI/Bendix Magneto Overhaul
Slick and CMI/Bendix PMA Replacement Parts and Overhaul Kits
Slick Magneto Overhaul

500 Hour Inspection and Certification Service
Ignition Harness Solutions

Kelly Aerospace
Energy Systems
1400 E. South Boulevard
Montgomery, AL 36116
Ph. 334.286.8551
KellyAerospace.com
PERFECT HAS ARRIVED.

Whether you’re building in a hangar or a two-car garage, letting just anybody help with the project isn’t going to happen. Recruiting that trusted friend is as important as finding the perfect parts — ready to work and chock-full of experience with the same attention to detail. When you choose Plane-Power, you’ve enlisted the best. Every alternator, mount and piece of hardware is engineered by aviators for aviators. With the broadest selection for experimental aircraft available and over 7,000 kits delivered, we have history of providing reliable power for the most discriminating builder. Of course, numbers alone won’t get you off the ground. The perfect alternator will.

planepower.aero/perfect

Behind Every Great Brand Is a Proven Pedigree.

The products mechanics and pilots rely on everyday are a result of Hartzell Engine Technologies and its continuous passion for advancing aviation performance. Each brand delivers premium products, service and support. It’s why we are flying on nearly every piston aircraft, today. When you need a trusted solution, choose a name with a lineage of pure performance. It’s in our family DNA.
NEW LIGHTWEIGHT TUBELESS TIRES ARE AVAILABLE

BECAUSE EVERY LANDING COUNTS™

GOODYEARAVIATION.COM @flyGoodyear

Control, speed, and accuracy to coordinate parts deliveries and minimize repair delays.
RAPCO Inc. manufactures high quality FAA-PMA approved products that are offered at a substantial savings over the original parts manufacturers. The products are engineered to provide a long service life and are produced using the latest manufacturing technology and materials. RAPCO backs its products with a best in industry warranty.

Toll Free Order Line: 877-477-7823
www.aircraftspruce.com
How does Tempest® recommend getting an oil filter unstuck? Easy. By introducing the industry’s first “non-sticking” easy spin-off oil filter. Engineered from the “base” up, our new SPIN-EZ™ oil filters are the only filters whose base seals are applied with a proprietary baked-on lubricant. This unique compound assures a dry rubber-to-metal interface when the filter is tightened, and stays in place when the filter is removed. (A few more ft-lbs of torque and the filter easily spins off.) No more oil-soaked rags. No more stabbed cans. No more filter wrenches or special tools. Life is easier now that Tempest SPIN-EZ oil filters are on the market. The only thing stuck is the competition.
Quality, Innovation and Performance from the Brands you Trust.

- Spark Plugs
- Oil Filters
- Dry Air Pumps
- Regulators and Manifold Valves
- Pneumatic Filters and Fittings
- Temperature Probes
- Instruments
- Test Equipment
- Carburetors
- Replacement Components
- RSA Fuel Injection Systems
- Replacement Components
- Starters
- Alternators

www.tempestaero.com
800.822.3200
Which MICHELIN® Tire is Right for Your Aircraft?

NEW! MICHELIN® PILOT® High Performance Bias Tire
The all-new MICHELIN PILOT high performance bias tire is designed to be the best tire money can buy for propeller driven aircraft. It offers highly-durable rubber compounds and up to 21% deeper skid depth than a leading competitor’s tires* to help provide more landings. It also includes Aramid belts for exceptional strength and durability, and many other state-of-the-art features.

MICHELIN AIR® Bias Tire
The MICHELIN AIR bias tire offers outstanding value, delivering MICHELIN quality at an excellent price. It is designed for a long tire life and includes many advanced features like ozone protection, outstanding stability, exceptional balance and more.

MICHELIN AIR X® Radial Tire
Michelin created the first aircraft radial tire and today, our MICHELIN AIR X radial tire continues to lead the way. The strong yet flexible casing design is engineered to help you achieve more landings, while its lighter weight design (compared to bias tires) can result in measurable fuel savings. Michelin’s exclusive NZG technology also helps provide extra resistance to FOD damage.

aircraft.michelin.com

* Based on actual sidewall indications for skid depth of 15.00 x 6.6-6 ply tire size (required by FAA regulations) comparing a MICHELIN Pilot bias tire and a Goodyear Flight Custom II bias tire. Comparison made in May 2018. © Copyright 2018 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved. The Michelin Man is a registered trademark owned by Michelin North America, Inc.
The Better Performing Sealed Lead-Acid Battery

Upgrade to the Next Generation of Lead-Acid Technology!
✔ TSO Authorized, ✔ DO-160E Tested ✔ Sealed, VRLA, Non-Spillable
✔ 18 Month/1800 Hour Capacity Check Inspection
✔ 2 Year Warranty ✔ FAA-PMA

7025-20, Extreme Cranking
7025-24, Super Capacity

7035-28, Extreme Cranking
7035-34, Super Capacity

7041-20, Helicopter

7407-28, Helicopter
7407-34, Super Capacity

7242-14, Extreme Cranking
7242-16, Super Capacity

7243-14, Extreme Cranking
7243-16, Super Capacity

7246-20, Air Tractor

7639-25, Helicopter
7639-27, Light Weight
7639-28, Light Weight
7639-30LT, Mustang
7639-34, Super Capacity

7648-36, EMB
7638-44, Extreme Cranking
7638-44T, Extreme Cranking Citation
7638-44ST, Extreme Cranking SS case
7638-48P, EMB
7638-53, Super Capacity

GILLBATTERIES.COM

909.793.3131
Smart Birds like...

- Flying, Flying, Flying
- Learning to fly better
- Reading about flying

General Aviation News prints stories you can relate to ... no Gulfstreams or Learjets here. If loyal, long-term advertisers like Aircraft Spruce & Specialty, and its owners the Irwin family, read General Aviation News, shouldn’t you?

Call (800) 426-8538 and ask for the “Spruce Special,” **7 free issues** to try out. Like it, and get 24 more (two per month) for just $29.95.

Call (800) 426-8538 and ask for the “Spruce Special,” **7 free issues** to try out. Like it, and get 24 more (two per month) for just $29.95.

GeneralAviationNews.com/Spruce
 Equip your plane with Curtis Superior Valve Co.

Manufacturer of Quality Fuel & Oil Drain Valves for over 73 years

Certified Valves for General Aviation, Military and Experimental Aircraft

See our website www.curtissuperiorvalve.com for our complete product line, application and interchangeability.

OEM supplier for Cessna, Cirrus, Beechcraft, Piper, Robinson, Continental and many experimental aircraft.

Loos & Co.
Cableware® Division

Our comprehensive line of American-made cable fittings, swaging and cutting tools is available from Aircraft Spruce.
WHEN RELIABILITY MATTERS...

H&R Aviation

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST!

HALON 1211
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

- Pressure gauge allows easy confirmation of charge
- Long the choice of major airframe manufacturers
- Key components made of aluminum (not plastic)
- Long service life (rechargeable)
- Meets NFPA and DOT requirements
- Contains Halon recycled to ASTM and ISO standards
- FAA-accepted per AC 20-12D (restrictions may apply)

Learn more at www.H3Raviation.com or contact us at 800-249-4289 / h3rinfo@h3raviation.com

TRUSTED TO SOLVE
YOUR LIGHTING NEEDS

ORION™ 360
LED Beacons

FAA/TSO
APPROVED

visit us: flywat.com
Become a better, safer, more informed pilot.

FLY WITH AOPA

Join today at aopa.org/join

or contact us at 800-872-2672
CONCORDE IS RECOGNIZED & RESPECTED AS THE LEADING MANUFACTURER OF LEAD ACID AIRCRAFT BATTERIES WORLDWIDE.

GENERAL AVIATION • JETS • Rotorcraft

Certified Sealed Lead Acid Batteries

Airbus Helicopters | ATR | Beechcraft | Bell Helicopters | Bombardier | CASA | Cessna | Cirrus
Daher | Dassault | Dornier | Embraer | Guimbal | Kopter | Learjet | Leonardo | MD Helicopters®
Piaggio | Robinson Helicopters® | Sikorsky | Viking …… And Many More Certified Installations

CONCORDE BATTERY CORPORATION 1.626.813.1234 | CONCOREDBATTERY.COM | ISO 9001 + AS9100

… the heart of your aircraft!

CONCORDE
Crafted for Quality in the U.S.A.

SAFETY OF FLIGHT DESIGNS
LESS DRAG • LESS DRAW

BE SEEN. BE SAFE.
with our built-in PULSE feature

• TSO approved Pulsar NS series, SunTail, and SunBeacon II
• No Power Supply required
• PMA and STC approved SunSpot 36 landing and taxi lights – replaces the 100-Watt GE4509
• SunSpot HX Series includes built-in WigWag or Pulse – draws half the power

PulsarNSP
(sold as a pair)
NAV/AC2/POS

SunBeacon II
(Red)

SunSpot 36 HX
landing light

AeroSun CX
(sold as a pair)
Included in the Stene Aviation Quasar wingtip STC package
STC/PMA Certified for over 125 different Cessna Models

sales@aeroleds.com | www.AeroLEDs.com

DESIGNED & MADE IN USA
Superflite™ SYSTEM 7

The original all-urethane aircraft covering & coating system

- FAA-Approved
- Flexible
- Durable
- Affordable
- Perfect for your airplane

www.Superflite.com
ADD NEW CAPABILITIES. FOR LESS THAN YOU’D EXPECT.

G5  ELECTRONIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
GMA™ 345  BLUETOOTH® AUDIO PANEL
GNC® 255  NAV/COMM RADIO
GTR 225  COMM RADIO
GFC™ 500  AUTOPILOT
GTX™ 335  ADS-B TRANSPONDER

LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE INDIVIDUAL, YET SCALABLE, SOLUTIONS AT GARMIN.COM/GENERALAVIATION
ENJOY THE VIEW.
EVERY TIME YOU FLY.

G3X TOUCH™ SERIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AIRCRAFT

TOUCHSCREEN, KNOB AND BUTTON CONTROL
INTEGRATION WITH COMMS, TRANSPONDER, IFR GPS AND MORE
ADS-B TARGET TREND™
TRAFFIC AND SIRIUSXM® WEATHER
SUPPORTS ANY COMBINATION OF 10.6” AND 7” DISPLAYS; UP TO 4
MODERN AUTOPILOT WITH ACCLAIMED PERFORMANCE
COMPLETE SYSTEM

FOR MORE DETAILS, VISIT GARMIN.COM/EXPERIMENTAL

*Additional equipment required. **MSRP: 7” display and flight sensors © 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.
UNLOCK LPV APPROACHES AND ADS-B

GNX™ 375 NAVIGATOR WITH BUILT-IN TRANSPONDER

TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY  IFR NAVIGATOR WITH LPV APPROACHES  MOVING MAP WITH TERRAIN  ADS-B “OUT” AND “IN”  CONNECT WIRELESSLY WITH APPS

To learn more, see your Garmin dealer or visit Garmin.com/ADS-B

GTX™ 335 AND GTX™ 345 TRANSPONDERS

OPTIONAL GPS POSITION SOURCE  OPTIONAL ADS-B “IN”  PATENTED TARGETTREND™ INTUITIVE TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY  DISPLAYS ON COMPATIBLE AVIONICS AND APPS

To learn more, see your Garmin dealer or visit Garmin.com/ADS-B

¹MSRP
For Part 23 Class I/II aircraft (weighing less than 6,000 lbs) and experimental/amateur built aircraft only.
© 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.
WEAR YOUR PASSION ON YOUR SLEEVE.

D2™ DELTA SERIES AVIATOR WATCHES

THREE DISTINCT SIZES

WIRELESS GARMIN AVIONICS CONNECTIVITY

SMART NOTIFICATIONS

GARMIN PAY® CONTACTLESS PAYMENT AND MUSIC

HEART RATE AND PULSE OX MONITORING

Learn more at Garmin.com/D2

© 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.

View current supported country, payment network and issuing bank information at Garmin.com/GarminPay.

PX model only. This is not a medical device and is not intended for use in the diagnosis or monitoring of any medical condition; see Garmin.com/ataccuracy. Pulse Ox not available in all countries. PX model only.
ALL THE TRAFFIC, WEATHER AND ENTERTAINMENT YOU WANT, IN A SINGLE, PORTABLE BOX.

PORTABLE RECEIVER  SYNTHETIC VISION  ADVANCED SXM® WEATHER  SIRIUS XM® MUSIC®  ADS-B TRAFFIC  PATENTED TARGETTREND® TRAFFIC DISPLAY

$200 SXM REBATE  SEE GARMIN.COM/GDL52

© 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries. *Subscription required
WANT TO MAKE THE SMART AUTOPILOT CHOICE?
START WITH THE SERVOS.

THE GFC™ 500 RETROFIT AUTOPILOT SYSTEM. THE SUPERIOR DIGITAL SOLUTION FOR YOUR AIRCRAFT.

GROUNDBREAKING JET AUTOPILOT TECHNOLOGY
MODERN, PATENTED, SMART BRUSHLESS SERVOS
PRECISION FLYING WITH FAST, SMOOTH INPUTS
ADVANCED VERTICAL NAVIGATION*
LOW COST OF OWNERSHIP

NOW AVAILABLE FOR MANY POPULAR MAKES AND MODELS OF AIRCRAFT.
VISIT GARMIN.COM/GFC500 FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, MODEL COVERAGE AND CERTIFICATION PLANS.

*With compatible Garmin navigator and flight instrument or flight display © 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries.
MORE RUNWAYS. FOR LESS.

GPS 175 AND GNX® 375 NAVIGATORS WITH LPV APPROACH

IFR GPS APPROACHES  TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY  BUILT-IN GPS ROll STEERING  ADS-B “IN” AND “OUT” WITH GNX 375  BUILT-IN CONNECT® WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY

Garmin.com/GeneralAviation

© 2019 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries. All prices quoted are MSRP. Installation not included. For Part 23 Class I-VI aircraft (weighting less than 6,000 pounds) and experimental/commercial aircraft.
Icom’s New VHF Air Band Handheld

The A16 series is packed with practical features and designed to operate in harsh and loud environments. The ideal choice for beginner pilots as well as professional ground crews.

• 6 Watt (P.E.P.) 1.8W (Carrier) RF Output Power
• 8.33/25 kHz Channel Spacing, and Class Leading 1500 mW Audio
• Built-in Bluetooth® Version Available
• Durable, Waterproof, IP67/IP54 and MIL-STD-810-G
• Backlit Keypad

Contact Aircraft Spruce Today

www.icomamerica.com/A16

©2019-2020 Icom America Inc. The Icom logo is a registered trademark of Icom Inc. All product names, trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.
YOUR BEST LAST CHANCE

EMERGENCY LOCATOR TRANSMITTER (ELTs)
PERSONAL LOCATOR BEACONS (PLBs)

WWW.ARTEX.COM
The comfort alone of the Zulu made all the difference, and the noise reduction and sound quality were unmatched.

— Matt Sunseri, Pilot, Owner, Sunseri Aviation

FLY WITH ZULU

Built for all your adventures. Learn more at LightspeedAviation.com
DYNON AERO

**Technology, Capability, Affordability**

**FLY DYNON**

- **SKYVIEW SE**
  - A simplified experience, now even more affordable for 2019

- **SKYVIEW CLASSIC**
  - The original next-generation EFIS system, trusted in thousands of aircraft

- **SKYVIEW HDX**
  - The premier SkyView experience, now also STC approved for type certificated aircraft

---

**Fly with the best**

**The Digital Duo!**

**The Perfect Match!**

Both the *RCA2610* and the new *RCA1510* are designed as FAA Certified, direct replacements for your mechanical gyro instruments. They are totally self-contained and fit in your standard panel cut-outs. With no moving parts to wear out, the *RCA2610* and the *RCA1510* will give many years of dependable service.

The *RCA1510* is our latest addition to the *RC Allen* digital lineup. It combines data from its own internal magnetometer and GPS receiver for an accurate heading reading. This eliminates the need to “cage” or “zero” the instrument.

TO SEE OUR FULL LINE OF PRODUCTS, VISIT US AT: WWW.KELLYMFG.COM

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK: FLYRCALLEN
HUNGRY FOR POWER?

Stay fully charged and connected to weather data, traffic, charts, approach plates and text messaging with True Blue Power® cabin and cockpit power solutions. Charge electronic flight bags, personal electronic devices, cellphones, tablets and more. It's all the power you need in a small, economical, easy-to-install package.

MD93H DIGITAL CLOCK + USB CHARGER
HIGH POWER 3.0 AMPS PER PORT

TA102 Series
2.1 amps per port

TA202 Series
HIGH POWER 3.0 amps per port

truebluepowerusa.com mcico.com
Have one of these?
Plug ’N Play with ease!

We have more experience and a wider range of General Aviation audio panels than any other company. Select the audio panel that fits your mission and aircraft capabilities. Our audio panel will make a world of difference.

PS ENGINEERING® INCORPORATED
Sound Quality. Sound Engineering.

Learn more at PS-Engineering.com or call toll-free 800-427-2376

Introducing Our Full Selection of Air Band Transceivers

Take Your Communication To A Higher Level.

FTA-750L
- ILS Navigation (Localizer & Glide Slope)
- VOR Navigation
- 800 Channel GPS Receiver
- 1.7” x 1.7” Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio

FTA-550 AA/FTA-550L
- ILS Navigation (Localizer)
- VOR Navigation
- 1.7” x 1.7” Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio

FTA-450L
- 1.7” x 1.7” Full-Dot Matrix Display
- 800 mW Loud Audio
- 200 Memory Channels
- PC Programmable

FTA-250L
- Ultra Compact Body
- 700 mW Loud Audio
- Noise Canceling – TX and RX Audio
- 250 Memory Channels

PS-Engineering.com
Learn more at PS-Engineering.com or call toll-free 800-427-2376

Introducing Our Full Selection of Air Band Transceivers

(800) 767-2450 www.yaesu.com/airband
LOW-COST, LONG-TERM ADS-B SOLUTION

TIME IS ALMOST UP

Make the most out of your ADS-B investment. Replace your old transponder and get an upgrade that feels like an upgrade. Backed by an industry-leading 5-year warranty, our trusted line of Stratus transponders provide a certified ADS-B Out solution you can trust today - and well beyond 2020.

STRATUS ES
- Pair with your WAAS GPS Navigator

STRATUS ESG
- Includes built-in WAAS GPS

5-year warranty is available for purchases made through December 31, 2019

appareoaviation.com
EDM-350
EDM-830
EDM-900
EDM-930
EDM-790 TWIN
EDM-700/800
FS-450

EDM-960 TWIN
Certified as Primary, replace your steam gauge instruments. One Screen, 30 functions per engine. Pre-wired harness. Only 3 wires engine to instrument. Logs all engine data. Includes fuel flow. 6.0” X 5.1”

EDM-900
Certified Primary, One Screen. Fits in a standard 3” hole. Over 30 Functions. Records flight data. The EDM900 can be placed vertically or horizontally. Compact size fits any panel 4.8” X 3.5” with 3” Mount

EDM-930
Certified Primary, One Screen with 30 Functions. Records engine data and location. With the 930 on board, you can remove all of your old engine gauges and open up valuable panel space. 6.0” X 5.1” or 3” hole

EDM-790 TWIN
EDM-830
The EDM-830 is an advisory instrument with all the functions of the JPI primary instruments. 3” mount is offset to allow a vertical or horizontal fit in any panel. User can customize readout display. 3” X 4”

EDM-700/800
FS-450
Fuel Flow Stand Alone with Turbine FF Transducer. Top Always showing GPH. 2.25 hole

EDM-350
EDM-350 is an Experimental ONLY unit with all the functions of the JPI primary. 3” mount. Bezel 3.1 sq. Records data and position.

If you buy an instrument without considering JPI that will be too bad for both of us